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Introduction
The Danish marine aquaculture has been stagnant over the last 15 years because of the imposed
limits to the N released to the environment. The feed and feed conversion rate has been improved,
but still in monoculture systems about 20 percent of total phosphorus, and 26 percent of total
nitrogen of the feed supplied to fish are incorporated into biomass(1). Approximately 80 percent of
the waste nutrients are available to algae and may contribute to eutrophication(2). In this context,
several studies have assessed the efficiency of blue mussels and different seaweeds as extractive
component of integrated multi-trophic aquaculture (IMTA). In such ecologically-balanced systems,
wastewater from aquaculture effluents is converted into potentially valuable seaweed biomass that
could be sold in the world market for e.g. human consumption, feed ingredient or supplement to
other aquaculture species, valuable source of phycocolloids, agrichemicals, nutraceuticals,
pharmaceuticals and/or bioenergy. IMTA systems might be a key issue for the development of
Danish aquaculture in the future. This project aims to optimize biofilter near an offshore fish farm.
The research will focus on sugarkelp (Saccharina latissima) breeding for increased yield and protein
content for better biofilter capacity. This species was selected for this PhD-project based on the high
yield, well known potential to be produced in offshore aquaculture systems and economic value.
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 Breading for increasing yield and nitrogen content;
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 Outplanting at different seasons.
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Assessment of natural fluctuations in the chemical composition of the
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Figure 1. Integrated Multitrophic Aquaculture (IMTA) system.

 Chemical analyses of the biomass sampled at different seasons.

Materials and methods
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 Sugarkelp breeding:
 Selection of large individuals with high nitrogen content;
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 Protoplast method.

 Seedling production (seeded strings) in hatchery will be done in collaboration
with Bluefood in Horsens;

 Offshore cultivation and harvest of biomass at different seasons at Hjarnø Fish
Farm;

 Monitoring yield, chemical composition of biomass and environmental condition
throughout the cultivation periods;

 Uptake and effect of different nitrogen sources (ammonia, nitrate, nitrite) on the
amino acids profile will be monitored using a bioreactor.
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Figure 2. A- Reproductive sporophyte; B- Spores release; C- Seeding of spores into
the collectors; D- Seedlings attached to strings; E- Sporophytes offshore cultivation.
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This project intend to provide valuable information for the application of IMTA
systems as an economic and environmental option for the sustainable development
of the Danish aquaculture.
The achievements of this project will include:
 Breeding of Danish sugarkelp;
 Development of the protoplast method for breeding;
 New knowledge about seasonal fluctuation effect on Danish cultivated
sugarkelp composition;
 New knowledge on effect of different sources of nitrogen on the metabolism of
the amino acids;
 New knowledge on seasonal fluctuation in chemical composition of mussel
biomass.

and Neori 1989; Buschmann et al. 1996); (2) (Troell et al. 1997).
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